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NELSON MANDELA rOUR Of
~

Nelson and Winnie Mandela made an un
precedented and triumphant tour of the United
States in June of this year. Mandela was given a
ticker tape parade in New York, spoke to the joint
sessions of Congress, and spoke to perhaps a mil
lion people throughout the states - with hundreds
of thousands gathering from coast to coast.

In Harlem he spoke of the struggle against
apartheid as a part of the global struggle against
racism. "As we enter the last decade of the 20th
Century, it is intolerable and unacceptable that the
cancer of racism is still eating away at the fabric of
societies in different parts ofour planet. It remains
one of the most important global issues confront
ing all humanity."

Invoking the names of great freedom fight-

wearing a shirt declaring "Black by nature, proud
by choice." And Winnie Mandela called Harlem
the Soweto of the U.S., and added they identify
completely with the Black folk struggling here. At
the Brooklyn Academy of Music, she voiced skep
ticism for the reforms of the DeKlerk government.
Saying, "If talks fail- as they very well may - we
know you will be there to take up arms with us."

Nelson Mandela called for continued sanc
tions sanctions and spoke of developing a new
society in South Africa... "committed to realizing a
society in which the fruits of our people's labor
shall be distributed equititably...to bring an end to
this old, unjust, inequitable social order, and bring
into being a new one characterized by the notions
of,justice and equity... "

Interviewers at press conferences attempted
to dilute the message of the African Revolutionary,
suggesting that he could receive more support from

the U.S. if he distanced
the ANC from their sup
porters disliked by the
U.S. government. "One
of the mistakes which
some political analysts
make is to think that their
enemies should be our
enemies." Pressed to
denounce specific lead
ers, Mandela declared
"Yassir Arafat,
Colonel Qaddafi and
Fidel Castro support our
struggle to the hilt. There
is no reason whatsoever
that we should have any
hesitation in hailing their
commitment to human
rights as they are being
demanded in South Af-
rica."

continued on page seven

ers like W.E.B. Dubois, Sojourner Truth, and Mal
colm X, he described seeing a young woman 1.
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"...EMPHASIS ON COOPERATION..."

This is our current perspective in terms of the
situation inside the country. One of the most
importantdevelopments in the last 3 years has been
the consolidation of the broadest possible anti
apartheid united front of the South African people.
This began with the formation of the United Demo
cratic Front which assembled under its umbrella
the broadest variety of interest groups, pressure
groups and professional bodies, all committed to
the struggle against apartheid and subscribing to
the political positions which are contained in the
Freedom Charter. This was followed by the forma
tion of COSATV which did what the UDF had
done at the civic level, but at the labor level this
time. And of course both the UDF and COSATV
have continued to grow, both in terms of their size
and in terms of representation. And cooperation
between the two bodies has also increased over the
sameperiodoftime. We looked at the situation and
said it's well and good for us to have under one
umbrella all those anti-apartheid forces which
subscribe to the Freedom Charter. But it is still
possible to extend the unity ofanti-apartheid forces

But until such time as those conditions become by including those forces which have been previ
available, our obligation to ourselves, to the inter- ously left out who nevertheless were committed to
national community, and to the South African the struggle against apartheid and for the destruc
people is to continue to use all the methods that tion of apartheid.
we've always used to push the struggle forward. For example, there are groups like the
That is to say mass political mobilization, interna- AZAPO, there are groups like the BCM. There are
tional solidarity, underground work and the armed even some representatives of the PAC inside the
struggle. In short, our strategy for the liberation of country who are genuinely opposed to apartheid
South Africa has not changed. What is happening and want to make a contribution to the struggle
is that we are politically exploring what possibili- against it. So we said, let's try to create a situation
ties negotiations may hold for us. Thisiswhyifyou in which we can find room for all these forces
look at the situation inside the country there is the inside the united front against apartheid. As you
mass defiance campaign going on; there is the can remember, towards the end of last year, we
labor struggle against apartheid; the churches; there convened what has come to be known as the
is the armed struggle. The South African press still Conference for a Democratic Future. We said all
carries reports about armed actions carried out by South Africans opposed to apartheid would be
the National Liberation Movement in South Af- entitled to participate in this conference which was
rica, specifically, the ANC. And we continue to a conference designed to chart the way forward
say to the international community that rather than from the current stage of the struggle. But we said
relax pressure on Pretoria, intensify it until such conditions would be laid out which would have to
time that we have irrefutable evidence that Pretoria be met by anybody who wanted to participate in the
itself is committed irreversibly to the destruction of conference and hence become a part of the united
apartheid and to the transfer of power from the front against apartheid. Amongst the condi~ons

white racist minority to the South African people. 2.was that: 1. We are all opposed to apartheid; 2. We

Our struggle over the lastdecade has rested
on four pillars: the pillar of underground work
inside the country; the pillar of armed struggle
waged by Umkhonto We Sizwe; the pillar of mass
political mobilization through above-board organi
zations; and then the pillar of national solidarity.
Recently there has been a lot of excitement about
the prospect of negotiations. And in many places
this has given ground to a misunderstanding about
what the ANC and the people of South Africa are
really trying to do at this point in time. The
impression is given, for instance, that we are aban
doning everything else that we have been doing in
order to go for neotiations, then we will explore
that possibility.

Thefollowing is derived from an interviewSASC
comrade Michael Zinzun conducted with Neo
Nmumzama, Administrative Secretary of the
ANC, in Lusaka, Zambia, in' the last two days of
March, 1990.
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members of these organizations, they learned to
cooperate with them and out of that cooperation
between individuals in action, around common
programs, was born cooperation between the ANC
and these other organizations. Lately Nelson
Mandela, after his release from prison, had a meeting
with representatives of AZAPO and he said to
them, "You know, the most important thing is not
that the name of your organization is AZAPO and
the name of my organization is the ANC. The most
important thing is that all of us who say we are
victims of apartheid, all of us who subscribe to the
ideal of a free united and non-racial South Africa,
must bring apartheid down and make sure that the
South Africa we want is born. And how do we do
this? We can do it any number of ways. First we
must decide what needs to be done. There are
people involved in defiance campaigns, people
who are involved at the labor level in strikes and
consumer boycotts. Let's all support those cam
paigns. There are people involved in the armed
struggle. Let's all support the armed strugggle.
Then it will cease to matter whether you are ANC,
AZAPO, or whether I am BCM or whether I am
PAC. It's not the name that matters. It's not
members in an organization. It's commitment to
the liberation struggle which matters." So we have
said to all organizations which say they are anti
apartheid within South Africa, including the PAC.
Let us unite in action around a common objective
which is the destru'ction of apartheid. Let us not
play into the hands of the enemy by squabbling
over names and narrow political positions. There
is one political position that ought to unite all of us
and that is a commitment to the destruction of
apartheid and the creation of a non-racial united
democratic South Afrcia. And to our people in the
United States, our brothers and sisters, I think it's
important to make a clarification that when we say
we belong to the African National Congress and
other people say they belong to the Pan Africanist
Congress, this does not mean that we do not sub-

scribe to the ideal of Pan Africanism. If you look
into the history of the ANC actually, you will
recognize that it was instrumental through its lead
ers working with people like Wilmont Blyden,
George Padmore, and W.E. B. Dubois, it was in
strumental in launching sustenance and promotion
of the international movement of Pan Africanism.
A movement in which the ANC is still very, very
active because we subscribe to the unity not only of
the African continent, but all Africans on the con
tinent and in the diaspora. This is the position of the
ANC. We are as Pan Africanist as anybody else.
But there is a difference between Pan Africanism
and narrow nationalism. This is a position which
holds that the monopoly of struggle belongs to
Black people, a position which is assumed uncriti
cally, without analysis of concrete situations in
specific circumstances. Our belief, and it is also the
belief of people like Malcolm X, the moment
before he died, it was the position of Martin Luther
King, who said that Blacks, in order to push their
struggle forward, must unite with all other op
pressed minorities as well as poor whites defining
the broadest possible progressive front against
oppressive institutions. This is the position of the
ANC: we will cooperate with all oppressed people
who will also make commitments to overcoming
their oppression.

4.



" en AFRICAN DEBT CRISIS Payments come from export earnings: African ex
ports are primarily a few cash crops which are

The last 15 years have wrought massive sensitivetodemand,pricefluctuations, and weather
change in the African continent. Political upheaval conditions. As the price of these crops has plum
against colonial oppression has given us victories meted, the payments due exceeded revenue. Re
to rejoice. But the destabilization that resulted scheduling loans has not helped because interest
coupled with years of drought have also brought rates have risen and earlier interest owed has been
tremendous hardship, disease, and death. We have added on so that the total keeps rising instead of
learned during this period in Africa and elsewhere, falling. Ironically, the longer a country pays, the
that the years of violence that lead to the victories more it owes. There are many debt plans under
we celebrate are only the fir t in a long, often consideration, butthey are hoping for debt forgive
painful process to achieve the kind of societies for ness. It is noteworthy that Namibia has just applied
which the people fought. Economic pressures, for membership in the IMF and World Bank.
military incursions, and undercover operations by Why have conditions in Africa so deterio
outside forces prohibit development. Other Afri- rated? In Mali, the infant death rate was higher in
can countries threatened by change, e.g. South 1984 than in 1970; in Madagascar child mortality
Africa, have been key to destabilization efforts. more than doubled between 1982 and 1985; annual

Recovery in underdeveloped countries has income in Ghana and Zambia is lower now than in
been tied to borrowing funds internationally. Typi- the 1960's; and, 34 countries (total population 300
cally, although appeals are made directly to more million) are poorer than they were at independ
prosperous countries, major loans come from the ence. The offical answer at the World Bank, the
International Monetary Fund (IMP) and the World IMP, and the U.S. Agency for International Devel
Bank. In the negotiations for loans, these institu- opment (AID) is that Africans have not had the
tions dictate what measures must be taken to turn skills for economic management and/or poor pol
around the economic problems and, therefore, be icy decisions were made due to ideological prob
able to return the loan and interest. These measures lems. Whereas they blame Africans for their own
force greater hardship and misery on the people -- emiseration, others show that it was the policies put
they are usually referred to as "austerity measures" forward by these same institutions that caused the
-- and so far have shown poor results. Many problems. They pushed state-led industrialization,
countries have been unable to pay their debt, but large-scale investment in building an industrial
since banks can't reposess or foreclose easily on a base. This was to be financed by large-scale
country", they constantly explore new methods of agriculture of export crops. Therefore African
repayment. There has been much attention to the economies became dependent on a few basic
"Latin American debt crisis" including discussion commodities. When the commodity market
of forgiving and/or favorably restructuring loans. dropped in the mid-1970's, so did the standards of
However, less is said about the debt crisis in Africa living. The addition of the drought meant that there
where drought and disease continue to wreak havoc were few crops to harvest and no money, leading to
on much of the continent. This is due to the size of starvation and debt. The task for the 1990's is to
the debt -- Latin American countries owe $443 develop programs that reorder production and
billion compared to $288 for Asia and the Pacific consumption patterns. Interestingly, just reported
and $230 billion for Africa -- as well as the fact that in the Wall Street Journal is the conclusion of a
their debt is to commercial banks whereas 87% of U.N. study on African commodities: African na
Africa's debt is to governments. The numerical tions should concentrate on production of com
size of the debt, however, does not reveal the actual modities rather than industrialize. The committee
weight of it. For the last 15 years, Africa has noted that this is a total reversal of the previous
accumulated a debt that is larger than the value of policy which said that African countries should
everything the continent produces each year. 5.reduce dependence on commodities. The report
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Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America:
Total Debt and its Percentage of

the Gross National Product, 1987

Clearly the cancellation of Third World debt is a
beginning. Future projects need to meet the reali
ties of each community as well as the changing
political picture. Programs which stabilize, then
lead to a better standard of living -- without sacri
ficing the people -- must be the goal. The emphasis
must be on meeting the needs of Africa's people
rather than those of Western capitalist interests.

Africa's Biggest Debtors

Morocco
GNP (l1S.6l

Nigeria
GNP (SZI.4)

Egypt
GNP(S34..2b11lJonl

Allteria
GNI'"($652)

Zaire
GNP(J52)

Tunisia
GNP (192)

Sudan
GNP(S8.1l

Thnzania
CNPI$2.81

Zambia
GNP (SI.9)

Kenya
GNP(S7.7)

Congo
GNP<S1.9)

Source: World Bank

recommends decentralizing or privatizing produc
tion, allowing prices to fluctuate locally in line with
international prices, and reducing barriers to trade
in the U.S. and Europe.

Nigeria, a country with one of Africa's
strongest economies, is an example of the decline
to hardship from relative prosperity which came
from petroleum exports. The drop in petroleum
prices led to a choice between an IMF loan and a
structural adjustment program, a self-imposed
program of economic reform. Nigeria chose the
latter, hitting the lower income population the
hardest: "each new day brings economic misery
and uncertainty; each new day is another step in a
macabre dance of death." People at all levels are
going hungry. Hopefully the reforms will work
before killing all Nigerians.

There is a consensus that aid programs in
Africa have failed. We question the U.N. report
conclusion (mentioned
above) recommendingre-
liance on commodities -
recent history has shown
that fluctuating prices
have been extremely
damaging to many Afri
can economies. The
changing political scene
makes it difficult to draw
absolute conclusions, but
programs of regional co
operation show promise.
SADCC is an example of
a cooperative venture in
Southern Africa, however
interference by the forces
of apartheid have com
promised its success, as
has happened in other
regional efforts foiled by
U.S. interference. Fol
lowing the elimination of
apartheid there will be
opporutnities to try new
economic measures with
out sabotage by the South
African government.



Since that time, Cuba resumed its pullout
and in March, Angola rendered inoperable the
UNITA controlled town of Mavinga, an area the
contra forces had been using as an air base. It was
a significant victory in that it came two days before
the 29th anniversary of the 1961 uprising in Luanda,
the capitol ofAngola, that marked the beginning of
the war against Portuguese colonial rule.

Defense minister Pedro Maria Tonha cele
brated the anniversary at the town of Cuito Cuana
vale, scene of the 1988 siege in which Angolan and
Cuban forces imposed a historic defeat on the
South Africans. In his speech, Tonha declare
uncompromisingly that the army would continue
the war until UNITA laid down its weapons.

Mavinga also demonstrated that the Soviet
Union, internal shake-up notwithstanding, wasn't
about to scuttle her allies in Africa. Sources in
Luanda say the Soviets provided the anny with all
the hardware it needed for the success of the
operation.

But government forces still seek to cut
off the head of the snake Savimi by attacking
Jamba, the headquarters of UNITA, 200 miles
further south ofMavinga. Unfortunately, the contras
have survived two bombing raids on their HQ, and
heavy casualties were racked up on both sides in
the attempts.

Savimbi and U.S. Secretary of State James
Baker had a meeting in Zaire in March of this year.
The UNITA leader said he was willing to sign
another ceasefire with the Angolan government.
Yet it's hard to take him seriously given the actions
ofUNITA after he signed the first peace accord last
June that resulted in the Cubans beginning their
troup withdrawal.

As evidence of their treacherousness,
UNITA attacked a Cuban supply column near the
central city of Huambo in that month of March,
again ignoring the fact that the Cubans were well
north of the 13th parallel and were not engaged in
any combat activities. As the Defense Ministry has
said, "We cannot expect UNITA to honor its word."

Presently, tentative steps are being taken
by the players in trying to reach a peace accord.
Angola has put forward another plan that even

7. Baker acknowledged is flexible when he met with

ANGOLA

Nelson Mandela Coot. from page I

At a session of the United Nations' Special
Committee on Apartheid, he said, "Apartheid still
lives on, provoking strange and monstorous de
bates about the means that its victims are obliged to
use to rid themselves of this intolerable scourge,
eliciting arguments from those who choose not to
act, that to do nothing must be accepted as the very
essence of civilized opposition to tyranny."

Everywhere he went, Mandela spoke with
optimism. "The light is at the end of the tunnel."
We in SASC look forward to that light shining on
all victims of racism and economic exploitation
from South-Central to South Africa, East L.A. to
East Timor, Northern Ireland to North Africa, and
the Western Sahara to the West Bank.

We thank Comrade Mandela for his inde
fatigable spirit in the struggle.

In the first month of this year, Cuba tempo
r~ly suspended its withdrawal of forces from
Angola. This was done in response to an attack by
UNITA (despite having agreed to a ceasefire) on a
water treatment plant near the Atlantic port of
Lobito. The location is many kilometers to the
north of the 13th parallel, the point beyond which
all Cuban troops are supposed to have pulled back.

The Angolan government pointed out that
the attack was a provocation meant to provide a
pretext for the further U.S. and South African
intervention in Angola. The Angolan military has
also said that during January and February, some
2300 soldiers were flown in by the apartheid re
gime from their enclave in Walvis Bay, the port in
Namibia that South Africa is still holding onto post
Namibian independence. These troops, brought in
to support UNITA, are from Battalion 101, the
supposedly disbanded SouthWest Africa Territo
rial Force that includes members of the mercenary
unit known as the Buffalo Batallion and the counter
insurgents (soon to be counter-revolutionaries),
Koevoet.
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Dhlomo was also distressed at the fact that white
right wing organizations such as the Blanke Veilgh
erd have established links with the Zulu speaking
organization.

"t "~' L'~.'. ":~ ,. , Z.IMBABWE, . ,

After a contentious campaign and low voter
turnout, President Robert Mugabe welcomed the
April election results. President Mugabe won 78%
of the presidential votes and his party, the ZANU
PF, won 116 of the 120 parliamentary seats. Edgar
Tekere, the leader of the Zimbabwe Unity Move
ment saw his party win 2 of the seats in parliament
and 20% of the vote for president. The campaign
issues included the question of land distribution
and intimidation of opposition supporters.

A growing problem in Zimbabwe is lack of The ANC, South African National Student
.. ~.Congress and the National Union of South African

; ..



Students have called on the government of FW
DeKlerk to strip Buthelezi of his policing powers
as a result of the violence in Natal.

A national 24-Hour stayaway - called by
the above-named organizations - was called in
June of this year and three million people partici
pated.

NATAL VIOLENCE

Violence has continued at a horrific scale in
Natal Townships. Within Kwazulu, the Zulu po
lice have rampaged through Kwa Makhutha, ar
resting young people and raiding people's homes.
Some youth were run out of the township and some
were held inside their houses. SADF troops had
sealed off the township and did not interfere with
the random shooting by the Zulu police.

Fighting has intensified since the release of
Nelson Mandela as armed gangs apparently loyal
to the traditionalist Zulu orgaization, Inkatha, and
its leaderGatsha Buthelezi engage township dwell
ers loyal to the ANC and its ally the UDF. Since
1987, over 4000 people have been killed, 400 this
year alone. The South African Police have been
implicated in supplying weapons, at times, to
Inkatha "impis" or warriors, and of Idly observing
as "irnpis" or Zulu Police attack unarmed citizens.
The government has an interest in the continuing
violence for at least two obvious reasons. One, it is
a self-contained way to keep the ANC and UDF
occupied against a surrogate force (Inkatha), and
ensuring a compliant Inkatha. The other reason is
that reports of what is called "Black on Black"
violence adds to South African propaganda about
the need of whites to maintain order. As in other
parts of the region, South African interests are
served as the graveyards in Natal and elsewhere in
Southern Africa, continue to accumulate more
mounds of dull red clay.

9.
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A NEW VIDEO:

"One Namibia
One New Nation"
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the struggle against
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and independence
celebration
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